Introduction
This tutorial illustrates how to perform the integrated analysis of genomic profiles and drug response data in cancer cell lines from the Genomics and Drugs integrated Analysis (GDA) portal. All queries used as examples in this tutorial have already been run in GDA to allow a faster retrieval of results.
The from gene to drug analysis module
The from gene to drug query allows identifying drugs active in cancer cell lines bearing specific gene mutations. This query can be run selecting either CCLE or NIC60 from the from gene to drug button of GDA home page (red box). The CCLE and NIC60 buttons refer to two sets of genomic data: the CCLE database contains highquality mutational data for a limited set of 1,651 oncogenes, while the NCI60 database comprises mutations and SNPs for more than 15,000 genes.
Once the analysis has been selected, the user is redirected to the gene selection form, where it is possible to enter either the symbol of a gene of interest (or of a set of genes) or the dbSNP ID. In this tutorial, we will identify drugs that are active in cell lines bearing mutations in the BRAF gene using CCLE genomic data.
1. The gene/SNP ID selection form provides an input bar (red line) where the user can type the gene symbols or the dbSNP IDs of interest. Once selected the gene name or the dbSNP ID from the drop-down menu, click the "+" button (red circle) to confirm the gene selection. The gene symbol (or the dbSNP ID) will then be displayed at the center of the page. Multiple genes (or SNP IDs) can be added repeating the selection procedure.
After the gene selection, press the Confirm button, at the bottom right of the page, to proceed to the next input form.
2. The tissue selection form provides the list of all tissues in which the mutational status of the selected gene is available. Different genes or gene combinations may yield different list of tissues for which the genomic information is available. For the purpose of this tutorial, we will select all available tissues (as for GDA default), but the list of selected tissues can be easily modified through the checkbox panel.
Once selected the tissues, press the Confirm button, at the bottom right of the page, to proceed to the next input form.
3. The variant classification form allows selecting one or more type of mutations for the investigated genes.
In this tutorial, we will select Missense Mutation from the list of all possible mutations. As for the tissue list, the list of available mutations may change depending on the input genes and/or selected tissues. Different combination of genes and tissues will generate different lists of mutation variants.
Once the type of variant has been selected, press the Confirm button, at the bottom right of the page, to proceed to the next form.
4. After inputting genes, tissues, and variant type, GDA returns a query recap window summarizing the selected genes and gene variants, the tissue types, and of the number of cell lines available for the analysis given the selected combination of gene mutations and tissues.
Once reviewed all input information, proceed to the analysis pressing the Run analysis button, at the bottom right of the page.
5. The result page will be loaded once the analysis is completed. The result page contains two main tables: i) the left table "Drugs" lists all compounds that have been tested on the selected cancer cell lines bearing the selected type of mutation; ii) the right "Drug Families" table lists the drug families that are significantly enriched.
In the "Drug" Results are also visualized by a set of graphs. In this module, plots display (from the upper left to the lower right): i) the score as a function of the p-value for each drug and each drug family (with red dots highlighting significantly active drugs); ii) the distribution of the drug score for each drug in each drug family; iii) the distribution of relative sensitivities (RS) in cell lines bearing a given mutation and responsive to a given drug as compared to the distribution of relative sensitivities in wild type and non-responsive cell lines; and iv) the expression levels of each gene used in the query in cell lines with mutations in the gene and responsive to a given drug as compared to the expression levels of a gene used in the query in wild type and nonresponsive cell lines.
Directly from the result page, it is possible to access the Drugs clustering or, once a drug is selected, the Differential expression analysis modules. a) In the drugs clustering module, the structures of all significantly active drugs are used to retrieve groups of compounds that, in addition to be active, also share a comparable chemical structure. To perform this analysis, click on the orange button at the bottom of the drug table.
The output page of this analysis provides an interactive clustering tree of all the significant drugs from the previous analysis.
Each node of the tree can be selected resulting in the list of drugs reported in the table at the bottom of the clustering tree. The table is interactive and refreshes with the selection performed on the clustering tree, highlighting only drugs that have been selected through node clicking in the tree. The table does not refresh only in the case a terminal node (i.e., a node that does not split) is selected. The clustering tree can also be saved in a PDF document. Once a node is selected, it is possible to perform the Maximum Common Structure Analysis to retrieve a common scaffold shared by all the compounds belonging to a group. The Maximum Common Structure analysis can be performed only if two or more drugs have been selected. In the case the user selects a single drug (e.g. a drug in a terminal node), the structure of the drug will be displayed but the analysis will not be performed. Although the Maximum Common Structure analysis can be performed on any number of clustered drugs, users should be aware that a large number of selected drugs will yield a very simple maximum common structure as output. Thus, we suggest performing this kind of analysis on a limited set of similar drugs, to highlight a potential common scaffold that can be exploited for drug discovery or for comparison against other known drugs not included in the NCI-60 panel.
b) The Differential expression module is activated selecting a drug using the check circle in the SELECT column. Once selected a drug (here Vemurafenib), press the Differential expression button to be directed to the comparison page.
The comparison page allows selecting 3 different comparisons of the gene expression levels in Group A, i.e., in the cancer cell lines responsive to the selected drug (Vemurafenib) and bearing the selected genomic background (missense mutation on BRAF), against the gene expression levels of cell lines in Group B. Group B can be composed of cell lines i) non-responsive to the selected drug and lacking the mutation in the selected gene; ii) responsive to the selected drug and lacking the mutation in the selected gene; and iii) non-responsive to the selected drug even if bearing the mutation in the selected gene.
Here, we compare cell lines responsive to Vemurafenib and with the missense mutations in BRAF (Group A) against cell lines non-responsive to Vemurafenib and with mutated BRAF e.g., searching for genes which likely interfere with the anticancer action of Vemurafenib. Thus, we select the third option for Group B and this unlocks the tissue selection in the left panel. It is worth noting that not all tissues are selectable, even though a comparison selection has been made. The tissue list contains all the potential comparable tissues for the 3 different comparisons, but each comparison may have a different number of available tissues, thus limiting a potential comparison. Here, we will select both Melanoma and Breast and press confirm to proceed.
On the selection process is completed, GDA returns a recap page, listing the cell lines included in each group, the number of samples for each cell line, and summarizing if the number of samples in each group is equal or higher than 3, i.e., the minimum number of samples requested for this type of analysis.
It is now possible to run two different types of differential gene expression analysis, i.e. SAM analysis or T-Test analysis, based on the Significant Analysis of Microarray procedure and on the t-test, respectively. Click on "Run SAM Analysis" button to proceed. 
The from drug to gene analysis module
The from drug to gene query allows identifying gene mutations characterizing cancer cell lines that are responsive to a selected compound. This query can be run selecting either CCLE or NIC60 from the from drug to gene button of GDA home page (red box). The CCLE and NIC60 buttons refers to two different sets of genomic data: the CCLE database contains high-quality mutational data for a limited set of 1,651 oncogenes, while the NCI60 database comprises mutation and SNPs for more than 15,000 genes. In this tutorial we will select CCLE genomic data.
Once the analysis has been selected, the user will be redirected to the drug selection form, where it is possible to enter the name of a single drug of interest (i.e., multiple drug names are not allowed). In this tutorial, we will identify genomic mutations that are present in cell lines responsive to Everolimus, a derivative of Sirolimus and Temsirolimus, two inhibitors of the mammalian target of Rapamycin (mTOR).
1. The drug name/NSC ID selection form provides an input bar where the user can type the name or the NSC ID of the drug of interest. Once the drug name is typed in the drop-down menu, click the "+" button to confirm the drug selection, which will appear at the center of the page. Multiple drug names (or NSC ID) are not allowed.
After the drug selection, press the Confirm button, at the bottom right of the page, to proceed to the next form.
2. After inputting the drug, GDA returns a query recap window containing the selected input for the subsequent analysis.
Once reviewed all input information, proceed to the analysis pressing the run analysis button, at the bottom right of the page.
3. Once the analysis is complete, the result page is loaded. The result page reports the chemical structure of the selected compound (if available and linking to PubChem) with the number of mutations found in responsive and non-responsive cell lines and an interactive volcano plot showing the score and p-value of gene mutations and SNPs, present in cancer cell lines that are responsive (green bubbles) or nonresponsive (red bubbles) to the selected compound. Clicking on a bubble will highlight the gene and SNP name, the score and p-value, and the number of cell lines bearing the specific mutation and being either responsive or non-responsive to the given drug.
Results are also visualized by pie-charts and a table (default for responsive cell lines). The pie charts report: i) the distribution of responsive (or non-responsive) cell lines bearing mutations; ii) the distribution of tissues for responsive (or non-responsive) cell lines bearing mutations; and iii) the distribution of mutations types in cell lines responsive (or non-responsive) to the selected drug. The 2. GDA will then show a recap page, indicating those genes of the signature that are eventually not present in the gene expression matrix. The recap page will additionally show how many genes will be analyzed from the total input, the selected tissues, and the selected signature profile. Press Run Analysis to perform the analysis.
The output page of this analysis is identical of the result page of the from gene to drugs module and contains two main tables: i) the left table "Drugs" lists all compounds that have been tested on the selected cancer cell lines bearing the upregulation of the input gene signature; ii) the right "Drug Families" table lists the drug families that are significantly enriched. In the "Drug" table, drugs are identified in terms of compound ID (linking to Pubchem), name, drug family, mechanism of action (MoA), score, and statistical significance.
Compounds are ordered based on the score (default) and, if the total number of compounds that have been tested on the selected tissues is larger than 500, only the first 500 are displayed. The table order can be easily changed acting on the column labels. Drugs that are significantly active on cell lines the up-regulation of the gene signature (i.e., with enrichment score≥0.3 and p-value≤0.05; see GDA help page and Taccioli et al., Oncotarget 2015 for details on the statistical analysis) are highlighted in cyan. Complete results for all drugs can be downloaded as an Excel spreadsheet using the "Download" button. The "Drug Families" table lists the drug families that are significantly enriched, given the set of significantly active drugs (i.e. compounds highlighted in cyan in the "Drug" table). In this table, the cyan background highlights drug families comprising at least one compound with enrichment score≥0.6 and p-value≤0.05.).
Results are also visualized by a set of graphs. In this module, plots display (from the upper left to the lower right): i) the scores as a function of the p-values for each drug and each drug family (with red dots highlighting significantly active drugs); ii) the distribution of the drug scores for each drug in each drug family; iii) the distribution of relative sensitivity (RS) in cell lines with an active (in this case upregulated) gene signature and responsive to a given drug (drug) as compared to the distribution of relative sensitivity in cell lines with an inactive (in this case downregulated) and non-responsive cell lines; and iv) the expression levels of the gene signature in cell lines with an active (in this case upregulated) gene signature and responsive to a given drug (drug) as compared to cell lines with an inactive (in this case downregulated) gene signature and non-responsive to a given drug. Directly from the result page, it is possible to access the Drugs clustering (see the from gene to drugs module for details) or, once a drug is selected, the from drug to gene analysis module (see the from drug to gene module for details).
mitochondrial energy metabolism.
1. The drug name/NSC ID selection form provides an input bar where the user can type the name or the NSC ID of the drug of interest. Once the drug name is typed, click the "+" button to confirm the drug selection, which will appear at the center of the page. Multiple drug names (or NSC ID) are not allowed.
It is now possible to perform the differential expression analysis using either SAM (Run SAM Analysis) or the t-test (Run t-test Analysis) A) . We focus on the subset of 1,540 genes that are up-regulated in cancer cell lines that are responsive to Oligomycin-A. In the Enrichr output page, select "Pathways" in the top layer to verify that sensitivity to mitochondrial inhibition is accompanied by the activation of oxidative phosphorylation, respiratory electron transport chain, and ATP synthesis pathways.
No Results messages and negative cases with no results

GDA displays different
No Results messages in case the analysis cannot be performed due to the absence of cell lines with a specific genomic background (as in the from gene to drug analysis) or of responsive cell lines to the drug selected in the query (as in the from drug to gene and from drug to signature analysis). Examples of No Results messages are as follows:
1. a genomic background queried in the input forms of the from gene to drug module may results in no cells lines either in the mutant or in the wild-type group. In both cases, the from gene to drug analysis cannot be performed and GDA returns the following No Results messages: case a. AMZ2, BRAF, DAPK3, EGFR, FAM159A, LDHA, ZMYND10 missense, missense, intron, silent, missense, intron, and 3'UTR mutations using CCLE genomic data on all tissues case b. ARHGEF12 intron mutations using CCLE genomic data on all tissues 2. the NCI-60 Drug response data indicates that none of the NCI-60 cell lines are significantly responsive to the compound Aspirin (NCS 27223). Indeed, the compound NSC 27223 is not included in the list of drugs and compounds with statistically significant activity used by the NCI-60 Analysis Tool CellMiner (https://discover.nci.nih.gov/cellminer/samples/IDENTIFIER_LIST.zip) and, when interrogating CellMiner (https://discover.nci.nih.gov/cellminer/analysis.do) for drug activity z scores of input NSC 27223, the result is the error message "None passed the range minimum of 1.2". Similarly, when querying GDA with the drug Aspirin, the from drug to gene analysis retrieves no cell line in the responsive group and returns the following No Results message:
Although predisposed, a similar message will never appear for the non-responsive group as in the NCI-60 Drug response data (Sept 2014 release) there is no compound for which less than a single cell line is non-responsive.
In the case no drug is significantly active on the selected combination of mutations and cell lines (i.e., with enrichment score≥0.3 and p-value≤0.05) the results page of the from gene to drug module does not present the buttons to access the Drugs clustering or the Differential expression analysis modules and the Cell Line Relative Sensitivity and Gene Expression plots are empty: case c. MDM2 all mutations in all tissues using CCLE genomic data on all tissues
In the case there are no mutations significantly associated to a given compound in both responsive and nonresponsive cancer cell lines, the results page of the from drug to gene module displays only the Query Recap panel (with the compound structure and total mutations equal to 0), while the Volcano Plot is empty and results for both the responsive and the non-responsive groups are not displayed: case d. Artemether (NSC 665970) using NCI60 genomic data case e. Rac-2-Ethoxy-3-Octadecanamido-1-Propylphosphocholine using either CCLE or NCI60 genomic data Similarly, in the case no gene mutation is significantly associated to a given compound in only one of the two groups (either responsive or non-responsive), the results page of the from drug to gene module displays the results only for that group while the plots and the table for the other group are left empty:
case f. Yuanhuacin using NCI60 genomic data
